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“Wondering Where the Lion Is:

Finding Substance In This World We Inhabit.”



A widely read social commentator, Matt Walsh, recently wrote an essay called, “Just Pretend

This Dead Lion Is A Human Baby, And Then You Won’t Be So Upset.”1 The essay begins by addressing a

firestorm of negative blowback over a facebook page of a young woman who hunts big game in Africa

and posts photos displaying her with her kill. The theme of the essay can be summed up in Walsh’s

simply asking why “of all the filth and depravity online, it takes an image of a dead zebra to really rile

people up.”

His central thought issues from his astonishment at the sheer quantity of hostile reactions to

this young woman’s facebook page, saying that “the condemnation is near-universal, and the anger

directed at her is unlike anything I’ve seen in a very long time.” (Whether one likes or does not like

Walsh, this is coming from a guy who makes his living from his blog, which takes on very controversial

positions, and who knows like few others the world of social media and the visceral commentaries it

elicits.) What attracts Walsh’s attention is the simple question of what riles us these days, and more

pertinently, he asks that we exam why it riles us, venturing that we likely don’t have a good answer, or

at least not an answer that is morally consistent. He explores what he can only conclude as arbitrary the

internal process of selecting who or what deserves our attentions that this singular passion of this

singular person should release such a flood of anger while the subject of abortion, for example, is left in

the pale. While the contrast is made to the tepid engagement afforded human abortion, derivative of

this is really a call to explain ourselves in the subjects that so deeply affect our sensibilities, such as this

young woman hunting big game in Africa.

Well, Walsh’s commentary on the cascade of commentaries evoked in turn still another cascade

of commentaries on his commentary, many of them likewise negative and which largely fall into the

category of noting that the two subjects are unrelated—that is, the furor over big game hunting in Africa

versus the pallor of responses over abortion. Nevertheless, even as they say the two subjects are

unrelated, many of these same people go on to defend why killing large game in Africa is indeed of

greater concern than abortion, and these arguments seem to hold largely to the basis that we are overpopulated while these animals are few in number, if not near extinction, or that a fetus is not yet

meaningful, and the arguments that trail from those positions.

This is where I pick it up. While my reasoning becomes poignant in these reflections, as I believe

the subject requires of us, I don’t pretend to solve or to prove anything so much as I hope to have at



least a meeting of hearts and minds, that the reflections and the heart of them are not perhaps so

different from your own as the public discourse (or lack thereof) would have us believe. It is more to the

point that the subject is compelling and enduring, that I should ponder it with care and gentleness and

then wish in turn to share my thoughts on things which I think important, as is the wont of deepening

and sustaining human relationship. Naturally, it is also in the hope that in fact you might see the

reasonableness to the views I share, if not be persuaded by them. I write with an audience in mind of

people whom I know and love, even while the appeal is general, and I pray you are rewarded if at least

in having made time with me to ask questions of life and its value.

So, if I may start my inquiry by a negation, let me say that to respond that one might care more

about this lion because it is far closer to the brink of extinction, for example, does not address the

substance of the object in question. Phrased differently, what determines the value of the object (the

lion) over any other object (e.g. the human fetus)? What is it about the lion that I should even care if it

poof out of existence?

Begin with an arbitrary comparison for the sake of illustration. I might ask if it would grieve you

to discover that toaster ovens were no longer going to be manufactured, or if you have ever mourned

the passing of 8-track tapes. I will make an assumption here that the very use of the words “grieve” and

“mourn,” for example, do not even precisely apply to the objects above, but that grieving and mourning

apply to fairly narrow objects, and most notably to humans. (Still leaving the originating question

unanswered, of course.)

Perhaps the kindred sentiment of nostalgia is more accurate. After all, nostalgia is a sort of fond

pang that is evoked on contemplating the ephemerality of our existence. So, one might not err

completely in saying that we are at the farthest fringes of mourning at the loss of 8-track tapes, and

suggest that feeling nostalgic about a thing reflects some intrinsic moral value to the substance of the

thing. Yet on reflection we may more likely conclude that in the present case the value is not in fact in

the object itself, but only in that it reflects something about the observer and serves more as catalyst to

an emotional response—8-track tapes remind me of an era and meaningful relationships and events in

my life, but are otherwise in themselves without any moral substance. Nevertheless, it seems to hold

that nostalgia might well be defined as a lesser degree and broader scope of mourning, and we can feel

nostalgic at the mention of any countless number of objects.

Poking just a bit more at this, I would surmise that one thing these sentiments of mourning and

nostalgia have also in common is that each points ultimately to something formerly dynamic but which

dynamism can be no longer rekindled. Still more precisely, it is the sense of a self-directed dynamism to



which we think. After all, at the atomic level, one might venture to say that all matter is held together by

the dynamic relationship of protons and neutrons circulating round a nucleus (or something like that),

but not all things that are held together can be said to have being, even as they exist. From any

perspective, from the empirical to the metaphysical, it can be said that there is a mysterious leap from

mere existence, as say with a rock or a toaster oven, to living being. Even beings without any apparent

states of consciousness exhibit a sort of self-will or self-directed dynamic that vies against an otherwise

natural tendency to dissipate. However crudely or finely expressed, there is behavior to it. Of course, we

might dwell on the vibrancy and the beauty of the natural world—including the non-living, such as rock

formations, and colors and sounds in the atmosphere, in which instances value is surely in the eyes of

the beholder, as these demonstrate no intrinsic inclination to reproduce or self-replicate. (I do not speak

of benign self-replication, as with a Xerox copy, for example, but of an innate determination to selfreplication.) But it seems that you and I would attribute varying levels of moral worth in the

preservation of the elements of the natural landscape. A geologist can chip merrily away at a rock, but a

child cannot pull on a kitten’s tail. In all, we speak here of textbook, descriptive distinctions of the living

and the not living, which has to do with metabolism, organization, reproduction and all that stuff.

Returning then to the point, we might ask if our mourning and if the degree of our mourning

determines or is reflective of the inherent value of the object mourned, to which I would say that to

some extent it does, but perhaps not enough to make a rule. Moving from toaster ovens and 8-tracks, I

remember in my youth when my parents seemed to be going through a particularly rough patch, my

two brothers and I were standing outside in the driveway with a couple friends when we saw our cat get

run over. We were shocked and saddened, to be sure. We loved our cat. But on seeing it from inside the

house, my father came out and began to weep bitterly as he knelt over her and took her up into his

arms. We watched stunned at his wailing and as he carried her off alone to go bury her in the woods.

One of our friends quipped something about the melodrama, which ticked me and my brothers off,

seeing our father as we did in such anguish. But neither could it be ignored that we were all taken aback

at the degree of his emotional response, even as we shared in the same emotion and even as we

brothers empathized with our father. It was not a matter of right or wrong, per se, but that it seemed

disproportionate. The fact is, as my father would later share with me, he had developed an attachment

to our cat that seemed to fill a void in the tumult of his life. She would walk with him through the woods

and come to sit and watch as he worked. She kept him company.

In this instance I think it is safe to say that you and I might attribute a degree of inherent moral

value to the object (our cat) while also the degree in value of our cat, at least in the eyes of man, resided



in the projection of the inner life of my father. While the cat herself had the highest level of self-interest

in the preservation of its life, its value derived also from the evaluator, if I may say. I don’t mean to

sound crass, but our cat fell somewhere between an 8-track and a child. Perhaps mourning to any

degree has at least these two dynamics at work, a marriage of the intrinsic value of the object with the

value of the object determined in the heart of the observer, and insofar as our estimation has any

importance, there must be a reasonable agreement on the intrinsic worth in order to justify the

importance we afford it, for surely it would have crossed a whole other threshold had my father

manifested the same response to a chewed up 8-track tape. Or conversely, what if it had been one of his

children who had been run over and his emotional response was little more than with a toaster oven

burning out?

Let me add still another, more recent example. As my wife is from the Democratic Republic of

Congo (DRC), I have become familiar with the history and current events in her country. In Eastern DRC,

where instability is the norm and the average life span is short, there remains an apparently strong

practice in the occult and its syncretic kin. Whatever one may think of the so-called pagan or syncretistic

religions, I saw one expression of it as caught in an image posted on facebook that made many of the

Congolese laugh and joke but which made me recoil in repulsion. The picture showed these boys holding

a cross, about twenty inches in length, with a cat stretched out and crucified on it because it had been

suspected of being a demon in disguise. I felt so terribly for the cat and in my mind I rebuked others

their laughter, even if their laughter was to acknowledge the backwardness of that part of their own

homeland, and I was compelled to hope that their hearts all be softened and their thinking made sober

at the fruit of their apparent moral disregard at the reverence for life, as I saw it and still do see it. My

horror, I would say, was a natural response to the inherent value of the cat, even as I had no personal

attachment to it.

But again I find on reflection that it was not just for the value of the cat’s life, as a natural or

even accidental death of a cat, especially one several thousand miles away, would have no effect on me.

It was perhaps two things that stirred viscerally in me: the cat’s own suffering; the children’s own

disregard for that suffering. Surely the notion of suffering is operative in them, but is weighed on a

different scale and perhaps applied to different objects to them than to me. But however we may define

it, to whom or to what we may attach it, and wherever we are on our sensitivity to it, suffering matters,

if at least to the sufferer. That said, comparing the cat which has been tortured to death to the cat that

experiences a natural death, whether those cats’ deaths occurred observed or unobserved by human



eyes, the substance of them remains the same. My attribution of mourning applies differently to

different things, but does not alter the substance of the thing. A cat is a cat.

Still, for all that my father was moved at the death of our family cat which he saw as a very

personal companion, and for all that I was repulsed at the crucifixion of the cat in Congo, I must say that

these cannot have attained to the depth of loss my father would experience some years later at the

passing of each of his three sisters, but which he expressed conversely in silent contemplation, nor to

the dread that would shudder through me on seeing an image of eight men who had been tortured and

killed and left to hang in a crucified posture in Iraq by the Islamic jihadist movement known as ISIL (or

ISIS). Right or wrong, there is relatively little outcry over the countless fowl whose throats are cut daily

for food, while two men who are beheaded on camera stir the world into combative response. We

rightly decry conditions of animal treatment and heartless, industrialized butchering, but the ante is

upped exponentially when the self same happens to humans. In any case, it seems that this is the way

we ought to feel. One can value life, but we tend to place lesser and greater value on lives, specifically,

on the life of various species, the species Homo sapiens being most preciously revered by Homo sapiens

themselves, at least in principle.

Allowing that this is the case, we ask why this is so. So far as my knowledge goes, the reigning

tendency these last four decades or so has been to establish values for the social and legal normalization

of humane treatment of both humans and non-humans. The hope is laudable, and some very positive

results have come from this, particularly in the arena of defending animals’ right to humane treatment,

as well as in a general regard for the preservation of ecosystems, for example. For somewhere along the

way we have to begin collectively to draw lines where we are and are not to be held accountable for

how we treat any species as also the biosphere we inhabit. I can kill flies at random, but can I pluck their

wings? I can accidentally run over a cat, but can I put its head in a vice? So the inquiry carries into our

own species, and it is figured that since we take into account which animals are deserving of which

rights, we ought then to apply that same measure to our own selves, for equity’s sake. In other words,

while self-interest dictates that humans have moral value worth preserving, the pervasive notion today

is that there is nothing intrinsically exceptional about the species Homo sapiens, and so we need to

stand in line to take the same test as cats and dogs, even as the test itself is established by humans and

based on human criteria for a serious regard of the right to life. We can go on exploring this order of

inquiry alone for volumes I imagine, but I will leave the observations at that for now.

So, regarding the degree of mourning in relationship to the value of the object mourned, if I

learn that a young woman completely unknown to me died of natural causes in some town in some far



away country, I may agree that there are those who surely mourn her passing, and I may empathize with

these unknowns, but I do not respectfully mourn her loss. Were my wife to die today, however, it would

evoke in me a much more dramatic and enduring response. However, as with our observation that,

substantively, a cat is a cat, I trust we would all agree that my lack of emotional attachment to the

stranger does not substantively devalue the young woman. It is simply a matter of relationship between

subject and object. Tangent to this, we are thus put into a quandary of personal responsibility, especially

as the globe appears smaller every day. For it comes as an outrage to many people in the world that the

beheadings of large numbers of Syrian and Iraqi men, women and children provoked relatively little

action from outside nations for example, but when we saw the beheading of one of our own, so to

speak, we were quick to justify retaliatory response. The question becomes then whether relationship

should rightly fit into the equation of moral value, and if so, then how and to what degree?

Moving on, I would suggest that affective relationship acts like something of a moral sensor to

the observer, but it does not necessarily determine the intrinsic moral value of the object. In

Christianity, we must indeed heed the demand of Christ that we love our enemy. At its most basic

understanding, it is as much to say that my relationship to my neighbor does not alter the substance of

my neighbor, who is made likewise in the image of God. That I may love you, gives hint, at least, to what

I would determine is something of the inherent moral worth to you, but as a Christian I need to trust in a

principle that transcends my personal inclinations toward valuing some people over others in my social

life. (I pray I need not go into questions of just war to find agreement on the principle here.)

Consider furthermore, if a child were raised alone in a cage, let’s say, fed and hosed, warmed

and cooled by an involuntary machine, and he or she were eventually to die in this condition—never

having been known to the world, would that child’s life have had any meaning? If so, then to whom? A

dead person cannot mourn for himself, after all. So, if moral value to our existence were determined

merely on our own self-interest, or if it were determined relationally by shared experiences, then who

or what would have determined the life of that child spent out in absolute anonymity had any meaning

or any value, if even spent miserably?

I believe it is safe to say that mourning generally works concentrically in degrees of intensity: the

better I know and am emotionally invested in a person, the closer I am to them, the more acutely I

experience mourning at their passing. But what is important to note here is that in the instance where

we have an object for which we may rightly attribute mourning (thereby excluding our 8-track tapes and

toaster ovens) the relationship is not the standard of measure to the inherent value of that object. Just

because I cannot relate to that person does not mean that person’s moral standing is diminished.



Where my pro-life position begins to brush in broad strokes here is that it does not require that

my heart wrench with the ending of human life at its earliest stages, even as that life is yet

morphologically tiny, invisible to the naked eye and having such an aspect along the normal course of

human development as to be relationally worlds away from my current reality for the time being (while

yet moving at breakneck speed from alien-like to a wholly familiar form). But for want of all the familiar

measures by which I see the “you” in you, that lack of ability to affectively relate directly to the human

life which has been taken does not vary the value of the human being whose right to go on living I

defend. For consider, just as I may regard my newborn with ready attachment, his or her substance did

not alter with a change in environment from womb to world, any more than it changed at every

progressive stage of his or her development leading to that passage. Most assuredly from a biological

perspective the trajectory is unbroken and orderly from conception to birth. Substantively, I would posit

in this instance that the value of a human life does not change with successive stages in its natural

development, and certainly human entity does not suddenly infuse the child simply as that child appears

to us through the curtain of birth. Consider, for instance, that you can’t have half the child emerge from

the womb fully human, while the other half which has yet to emerge remains not human.

Well, our toaster oven and 8-track tapes may seem like silly examples. Yet they serve as the

starting point to a closer examination into our view on the value or the poverty of the objects of our

attentions. We begin with asking why animate or inanimate objects have differing worth for us, or if

they do. Mass alterations of primarily mineral landscapes, strip mining for example, might well raise

alarm among many of us. Our concern, however, seems ultimately to be less for the moral value in the

minerals themselves, than for their function as the foundation upon which our primary attentions

indeed lie, which is the organic life, the animated matter held in balance there, if not for our

anthropomorphic sense of beauty.

So I ask why my toaster oven is not valued as much as my son. (And yet we ironically sacrifice so

much of our lives to have that proverbial toaster oven.) Why indeed am I more concerned about the

extinction of a species (our lion) than I am the demise of the Edsel? I must concede at first that the

threshold between life and stuff may not always be so evident on closer examination. When I ponder

the integration of Eastern mysticism with science, for example, I see an inexhaustible array of life in the

least likely forms to the Western mind. Even in the Judeo, Christian and Muslim faiths, all creation from

the starry host to the lowing cattle is said to be good (at least at their creation), which is a moral

designation. And is the empirical, scientific method even the right tool to make such a determination of

what life is, let alone how one ought to evaluate it on a scale of moral worth? We can discuss the



phenomena that are typical to all that we call living, usually entailing some metabolic explanation. But

science itself does not pretend to know what, at its heart, life really is. So we see pop up a generation of

so-called bioethicists who try to putty in the metaphysical gap. Personally as a Christian, I have the

starting and ending point that God is the Great I AM, and that Jesus is the author of Life. That is the long

standing claim of Scripture, in any case. I cannot convince the reader of this if the reader has not already

believed it for himself, but I nonetheless offer it for your consideration. Respectfully then, I can only

conclude in the meantime that, whatever life is, it is more valuable (at least to the living) than not life.

Indeed, life itself is most valued among the living. All else pales into inconsequence next to it. Surely we

agree on this as we endeavor to probe the cosmos for sign of life, however primitive that life might be.

To this, and as a stepping stone to my own inquiry, I draw testimony from the field of genetics

where one indeed investigates that which animates matter, and in the case of human reproduction, the

question is asked, what forces matter to take the form of a human being? What is it that produces the

leap from mere matter to altogether human? The geneticist’s answer simply stated is “information.”

There is a formulation that strikes a spark in matter. And the information that animates matter to

become you and me has been present in us and has uniquely defined much of who you and I are from

our very conception. A bare mechanistic action did not simply take place at our first formation as zygote;

genetic coding concludes we were human from then and henceforth; and there was no doubt to being,

as we existed, we were alive and we were self-directed. You can no more separate yourself from the

very potency that would direct the emergence of you as zygote, as you can from every successive stage

of development into embryo and fetus and infant progressively into adulthood and ending in

senescence and natural death.

So, life is valuable, while various forms manifested as having life have differing degrees of value,

if at least according to the beholder. Should a lioness value its cubs more than human babies, for

example, however a lion estimates value, the act of attributing levels of value as an operating principle

yet remains. I suppose it would stand to reason then, that from the human perspective those forms of

life, those species which come closest or stand farthest away from our estimation of what it means to be

human, and hence pen-ultimately valuable to us, those species which share most in behavioral if not in

physical attributes that we might say are particularly humanoid are most valuable in our eyes. Is it not

so? For example, the ability to rationalize, as we understand it, is put on a scale today of moral value

which we might apply to other non-human animals, when in fact I would say that while it is most highly

developed in humans, it is nothing other than evaluating moral worth anthropomorphically and not by

some third party standard of moral measure, like a neutral standard of weights and measures, if you



will. Because I can rationalize, the reasoning goes, and I hold that my life has moral value because I say

so, then others who can rationalize as I do must therefore have the same moral value. Conversely by this

same measure, absent that capacity to rationalize, moral value is diminished. And since we can even go

so far as to take measure of neurological development and activity, for example, we can point to the

ascension of a rational being, and thus pretend that we have objective criteria for determining who or

what has a serious right to life. So, enough of us give ascent with a hearty “Here! Here!” to the

proposition that the capacity to rationalize puts one in the pantheon of worthy to be saved, and we

carry on as a select society of most rational beings that determines moral value using not simply our

own selves as the standard, but specifically, those functions about us that we deem most human.

The first problem we greet with this, which I have already insinuated, is that the choice of

rationality as a hallmark for having a serious right to life is human-centric and morality driven, yet

without having basis to the morality that chose a function of rationality as a moral height. For all that we

might pretend an air of sophistication in our so-called bioethics in dicing up human value into merely

functional, constituent parts (as we will see), the question remains: Why is it more moral to be driven by

rationality, for example, than by a hungry belly? (As the linguist muses, “If lions could talk, would we

understand what they had to say?”) Ought the gorilla to be embraced for its passivity and the hyena

chastised for its brutality? Do they have inner moral governance in these pursuits? We want to save the

lions an ocean away as we spray the cockroaches at our feet. Yet here is an irony: I can just about

guarantee you that the extinction of cockroaches would have a far bigger impact on far more

ecosystems and hence on human life than the extinction of lions. (Ah, one might say. But there are lots

of cockroaches, while lions are on the brink of extinction.)

Yet, interestingly, by our own self-identification as ethicists or moralists such criteria of selfawareness or the ability to reason, for example, have no moral value in themselves, but are indicators of

a being who is moral. These are, after all, but traits that serve to define the species Homo sapiens, and

not a moral system. Should non-human animals share in these traits does not make them more valuable

substantively, but relationally in the eyes of the beholder, Homo sapiens. And if cockroaches could have

a word about it in the greater democracy of the biosphere, they might well say our criteria are a bunch

of phooey—all one needs is a hard outer shell and an indiscriminate digestive system. This moral scale

that serves to dole out or to withhold rights of fetuses, slaves, or non-human animals tells us, ironically,

that we are firstly moral beings that we should even suppose ourselves the defining model of who or

what deserves moral recognition, and secondly that the ground zero of moral valuation is not one of

development of an organism within the species, but of the species itself, as there is no one member who
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